You choose the STYLE, color, MIC ELEMENT* and the CONNECTOR**

Galaxy microphones works great with many wireless transmitters available. Detachable cables are available to use with transmitters made by Shure®, Sennheiser®, AKG®, Audio Technica®, and Galaxy Audio®. Plus we can also wire our headsets to work with nearly every other brand out there. You can also use the microphone with most PC sound cards (adaptor not included). Also, our JIB/PB may be used if a wireless transmitter is not available or needed. The JIB/PB will supply phantom power (if needed) to the headset and adapt the mini connector on the headset to a standard XLR connector so it can be attached to a soundboard. The JIB/PB is GREAT for those situations where wireless is not needed.

The super lightweight designs make wearing the microphones more comfortable, even for long periods of time, without using excessive pressure to hold the microphone in place.

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVE for HSE, HSD & HSH Headsets**

**HSD**
- Hooks Over Both Ears
- Flexible for Easy Formation
- 5" Mic Boom Length
- 3.5mm Omni or 9.75mm Uni Element
- Freq. Response:
  - Omni...20Hz-20kHz
  - Uni....70Hz-16kHz
- Beige, Cocoa or Black
- Windscreen

**HSH**
- Headset wraps around head
- 4" Mic Boom Length
- 3.5mm Omni or 9.75mm Uni Element
- Freq. Response:
  - Omni...20Hz-20kHz
  - Uni....70Hz-16kHz
- Beige or Black
- Windscreen

**SPECIFICATIONS:**
- Frequency Response: 70 Hz to 16,000 Hz (Uni-directional)
  20 Hz to 20,000 Hz (Omni-directional)
- Impedance: 1,400Ω ± 30% (at 1 kHz) (Uni-directional)
  1,100Ω ± 30% (at 1 kHz) (Omni-directional)
- Sensitivity: -67dB ± 3dB (0dB=1V/microbar) (Uni-directional)
  -66dB ± 3dB (0dB=1V/microbar) (Omni-directional)
- Max SPL: 130dB
- Operating Voltage: 1V~10V DC (RL:2K2Ω)
- Cable Length: 53" (1.3M) x 1.5 Diameter, 2mm Thick
  Detachable Cable

**We WIRE for most BRANDS**
ANY SPOT®
WIRELESS HEADSET MICROPHONES
HSD, HSH, HSE, ESS

You choose the STYLE, COLOR, MIC ELEMENT* and the CONNECTOR**
We WIRE for most BRANDS

** POLAR PATTERN HSE, HSD & HSH Headsets **

ESS
- Rests on One Ear
- 3.5mm Omni Element
- Hooks around one ear
- Beige, Black, or Cocoa
- Flexible for Easy Formation
- 1.5" Mic Boom Length
- 1.5mm Thick Detachable Cable
- Windscreen

SPECIFICATIONS:
Polar Pattern: Omni-directional.
Frequency Response: 20Hz - 20kHz
Impedance: 2,000Ω
Sensitivity: -63dB ± 3dB
Max SPL: 130db
Operating Voltage: 4.5V Dc
Boom Length: 1.5"
Cable Length: 53" (1.3M) x 1.5 Diameter,
1.5mm Thick Detachable Cable

Frequency Graph shown on opposite side

* ESS comes only in Omni Directional
** Can be wired for almost any brand. Call for more details

Specifications subject to change without notice.